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Opt for a Sri Lanka Tour, to have a glimpse of this paradise island with remarkable bio diversity. The
magnitude of bio diversity is very high in Sri Lanka to its geographical propositions. In terms of bio
diversification, this island country is ranked 10th highest in the hierarcy among all the nations on this
earth. Although Sri Lanka is a tropical island which is close to the equator, the geographical change
is the dramatic much for the wonder for inhabitants.

Beautiful golden sandy beaches cool upcountry, greenish rolling tea plantations, colourful coral
gardens world heritage sites and pilgrim sites, and above all generous friendly people of Sri Lanka
an attractive holiday destination, as for its size and  for the diversity.  With gorgeous rolling tea
plantations and breath taking waterfall a Sri Lanka Tour with family and friends is a memorable one
for the years to come. Come and give a look to Tooth Relic the most sacred Buddhist pilgramage
sites in the world, which is enshrined in a gem studded golden casket. Till date millions of devotees
have venerated this sacred relic.

A paradise for diving; a Sri Lanka Tour keeps adventure sports lover engrossed with many diving
hot spots around Sri Lanka. A paradise for enthusiastic surfing lovers all over the world, a trip to Sri
Lanka is a reliable surfing destination. The best time for surfing in Sri Lanka is from April to October.
 Wonderful Beaches, marvellous mountains, lush green forests, exciting wild life, spectacular cities
or ancient history, whatever you are looking for, as a traveller  a Sri Lanka Tour  takes you to the
perfect and unique  holiday destination, that offers all the above excitements with in a short reach
and in different climates. The Magnificient Island of paradise, Sri Lanka is located in the Indian
Ocean, and is widely known as the pearl of Indian Ocean, owing to the inexplicable beauty and
majesty.

Sri Lanka is a vibrant and colourful place to visit owing to an array of different fairs and festivals. As
populous of this island nation has affinity to different religions, is a reason behind the celebration of
different festivals.

This vacation custom plan a Sri Lanka Tour   with family and friends to this multi religious and multi
ethnic country; to taste a flavour of sandy beaches, sunshine tropical weather ancient ruines, wild
life, adventure sports, tea, cricket transforming this vacation to be a memorable one .
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a Sri Lanka Tourism - MakeMyTrip offers customized Sri Lanka Tourism Packages with wide range
of tourism activities. Get latest 
updates on Sri Lanka Tours, Tourism in Sri Lanka, Rates and Availability for your trip to Sri Lanka.
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